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tfon of decency, thrift, industry, and comfort. The ideal is 
to establish freedom-freedom to think, freedom to worship, 
freedom to teach, freedom to trade, freedom to make one's 

. way in the world-always providing that such freedom does 
not include licence to corrupt and injure others. This is the 
ideal ; it has to be worked out in practical fashion, and 
presents many difficulties, many points on which the best and 
most thoughtful minds will differ ; but, I repeat, St. Paul 
held it demonstrably as an ideal, and believed that political 
power and executive was a high and sacred trust for the pro
motion of great moral ends. 1 

Christ's words were not a book for Sabbath days, 
But law of life, and judgment of the land ; 
Not to be chosen, and pieced .and dogmatised, 
But lived up to-the whole and not a part, 
Alive not dead, one spirit in new forms ; 
And lived, as Christ lived, poor, despised, alone, 
Apart with God and working miracles, 
Not on the waves and winds, but on the wills 
Of men, upon the hearts of multitudes, 

1 C. S. Horne, All Things are Yours, 161. 

The hidden germs of fresh humanities, 
Of live confederations yet unborn, 
The hidden founts of gathering river-floods, 
To hear one day the music· of His name 
Through lands of harvest to the boundless sea. 
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THE chief peril which besets all discussions of 
the Synoptic Problem is the desire to arrive at large 
generalizations under which all the phenomena 
can be arranged. Up t.ill now, all such generaliza
tions have left unexplained a very considerable 
tesiduum of details. These details demand patient 
investigation. Yet many of the attempts to deal 
with them have been marred by a treatment which 
is the direct antithesis of that mentioned above. 
The tendency has arisen to read into the details, 
far more than .they can possibly contain, and so 
the door is thrown open to a precarious subjectivity. 
Wendling's theory of the strata in the Gospel of 
Mark is a good illustration of failure to see the 
wood for the trees. There are many points at 
which we must be ready to confess ignorance, and 
others where we have to be satisfied with partial 
explanations. 
. The passage with which this study is .concerned 
occurs immediately after the explanation of the 
Parable of the Sower, which is reported in all 
three Gospels. Many scholars regard that ex-

planation as rev'eali1:1g rather the influence of the 
early Church than the method of Jesus, Be that 
as it may, it certainly interrupts the connexion 
between Mk 421•25 (II Lk 816•18) and the somewhat 
obscure section on the purpose of parabolic teach
ing (Mk 410•12 with II") to which it is obviously 
related. It is not necessary for our purpose to 
dwell on that section. Its main significance seems 
to be that the new and unfamiliar message of the 
Kingdom which has to be presented through the 
educative medium of parables has found a re
sponse in the spiritual sensibilities of the disciples, 
while upon the majority of the hearers it has 
made no impression. · Jesus' language, however, 
might foster in the minds of His followers the 
notion that His teaching.concerning the Kingdom 
was meant to be esoteric, the special privilege of 
a ·select few. Hence our paragraph follows, ex
plaining in its first part the fact that light is 
intended to illuminate, and that spiritual dis
coveries must be imparted, while in the second 
it urges upon the disciples the necessity of giving 
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earnest heed to the new teaching, in case, through 
inadvertence or listlessness, they should grow 
unfit for receiving the fresh vision of Divine 
realities. The general drift of this material is 
relevant enough to its context. 

The first point to be noted is that the content 
of the passage is not found here in Matthew. 
Omitting it, and also the remarkable Parable of 
the Spontaneous Growth of the Seed, which Mark 

alone records, he inserts the Parable of the Tares 
among the Wheat, which is reported by neither of 
the others. But he incorporated practically all the 
material belonging to our paragraph at other · 
places in his Gospel. One section is worthy of 
special attention. In Mt 1J12, embedded in a 
passage directly parallel to Mk 410-12 (Lk 89-to), 
which forms the background of our passage, the 
actual material of Mk 4 25 has been used : 

MT 1i2• MK 426, LK gtsb. 

Jerri, yap lxn, Bothjuerai 

a VTlf>, KaL 1t'EpuruEv0~CTerat · 
bcrrt<; BE OVK lxn, KaL 

cl, yap XEL, 8o0~u£-raL cl, ilv yap ;Xll, 8o0~(T£TaL 
a'lJT'{), • A 

avr(f_)· 
' 6. > JI ' \ c.\ ii. \ .If \ 

Kai o<; ovK EXEt, Kai Kai o<; av P,TJ EXEL, Kat 

~ lxEt ap()~um1.t a.1t'' 
' A aVTOV. 

i'l lxEL ap0~(Tf'raL a.1t'' 

aV'toV. 
i'l i>OKEt lxEw &.p0~(T£Tai a.1t'' 

> A aVTOV. 

That Matthew has, in his divergent context, 
followed Mark, is self-evident. His substitution of 
<iCTTL, for J, is, like Luke's cl, c'f.v, intended to general
ize the clause, and so bring out more fully Mark's 
meaning. His addition of Kat 1t'Eptuuruln]CTETat is 
probably to be explained as an assimilation to the 
doublet which occurs in Mt 2529 (II Lk 1926), 

where Kat 1t'EpiCTu£v0~CTETat is also found. One is 
inclined to think that that was the original con
text of this saying. This explanation seems more 
likely than that of B. Weiss (Das Marcusevangelium, 
p. 156), who regards the addition as an echo of 

7rpoCT'rE0~CTEmt in Mk 424• Luke also introduces a 
modification, changing Mark's lxn into 8oKEt lx£1v, 

so as to be more literally true to the situation. 
Now the doublet in Mt 2529 (II Lk 1926 ) is incon
testably derived from Q. But so are his other 
parallels to Mark in this paragraph. • That is 
made peculiarly clear by the fact that Luke has 
duplicates of his Marean parallels in the passage 
before us in no less than three instances in this 
short section, and two of these completely agree 
with Matthew against Mark I subjoin these 
here:-

(r) 

MT 1d16, 

oVl\Ev y&.p tCTTLV KEKaAvp,p,lvov 

() ofJK a1roKaA.vq,01fTETal, KUL 

«pV1t'TOV cl ov yvwuthjutTat. 

MT 2529• 

'T<i> yap lxovTL 1t'UVTL 8o0~(T£Tat, 

• . . 'TOV BE p,~ lxovTo,, KUL cl 
lxu &.p0~fTETat ,i7r' UVTOV, 

MK 422. 

., ' ,, , OV yap EfTTlV Tt KpV1t'TOV1 

£0.V p,~ iva q>UVEpw0fi" 
OVl\E lyivETD &.7roKpv<pov, 

ai\.°A' lva JA0fi £1, <pavEpov. 

(2) 

MK 426• 

See first table of parallels. 

LK 122• 

oVl\Ev i>E <rvyKEKaAvp,p,lvov irr'TLV 

3 DVK a1r0Kai\.vq,0~ut'Tat, Ka£ 
KpV11"TOV cl 01' yvwCT01CTETaL 

LK 1926• 

1t'UVTL Tqi lxov-rt oo0~CTETat, 
d.7ro BE TOV p,~ lxovTo<;, KaL 3 
lxu ap0~fTETat a.7r' aVTOV. 

As regards the instance examined previously 
(Mt 1312), it therefore appears that Matthew, 
although acquainted with a similar saying in Q, 
which Luke also incorporated in his Gospel, intro
duced it in 1J12 in its Marean form, thus showing 
that he knew the Marean material of our passage, 
while using it only in this one instance. 

We have seen that in the case of three of 
Mark's verses (21 • 22• 25) Luke has parallel material 
in the same context as Mark, and another form 
of. the same saying common to him, in two cases, 
with Matthew, and in these obviously derived from 
Q. Let us first examine those members of Luke's 
three doublets which are directly parallel to Mark. 
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No more requires to be said about Lk18 b = 
Mk 425 ( =Mt 1s12). Luke follows Mark with 
accuracy1 although he has a varying form of 

MK 422. 

oli i'¥ luTw ·n Kp117m511, la.11 p.~ tya cf,anpw0fi: 
otla~ eybua d:1r6Kp11cpaY, ,J),.).' LYa D..0rJ de; cpaYEpov. 

The only thing to observe is that Luke amplifies 
Mark's material by adding 8 oli p.~ yvwu0fi, which 
is surely a reminiscence of 8 ov -yi,wuO"JuE-ra in his 
alternative.form of the saying ( I 2 2), derived from 
Q. Here we have a case exactly corresponding 

MK421. 

I'-~ Tt lpxETat o Av;xvoc;, lva furo TOY p.oilLOY 
TE0ii ~ fnro T~V KAtvYJY ; ovx iva J'lTl T~J/ 

AVXY{all TE0y ; 

It will clarify the question, if, at this point, we 
glance at the duplicate which occurs in Lk u 33. 

It is more closely related to Mt (515) than to 

MT 51ft. 

ov8€ Kalav<TLY AVXJIOY Kal TtBla<TLY aVTOY -ko 
TOY p.68,ov, nAA' E1l"l n}v >..v;xv{ay Kal Aap.1rEL 

... ... " ... " , 11"0.ULY TOL<; EY T'(/ OLKL'f• 

These varying forms of the saying seem almost 
to presuppose different Greek sources. It is of 
interest to observe that the Lucan passage belongs 
to that section of the Third Gospel (951-1814) in 
which so much material peculiar to Luke finds a 
place., Sir John Hawkins has conclusively shown 
( Oxford Studies in the, Synoptic Problem, p. 3 7) 
that the members of Luke's doublets belonging to 
thts section 'came to Luke quite independently of 
the Marean source.' It is highly probable that 
at least in various parts of this section in which 
there is a certain but far from close resemblance 
between sayings in Luke and Matthew, Luke has 
followed a different Greek source, which may, of 
course, have been simply a different redaction of 
Q from that followed by Matthew. There is 
.also the possibility that Luke was influenced in his 
report of various sayings by well-authenticated 
forms of oral tradition with which he became 
acquainted. Hence the saying before us (Lk 1188) 

very probably belongs to one of Luke's special 
sources, oral or written, and not to Q. For not 
()niy has it assumed a different shape from that in 
Matthew, but it belongs to a totally different context. 

the same saying m another context (identical 
with that in Mt.). I give in detail Lk 817"" 
Mk 422 :-

LK 817• 

ov yap iuTLV KPV'Tr'TOV 8 mi cpaYEpoY YEV~UETaL, 
ov8£ a1r0Kp11cf,oy 8 ov /J,~ yvwu0fi Kal Et<; cf,avEpOY ;AOy. 

to Matthew's addition of Kat 1reptu<1Ev8~<TE'Tcu in 
1312• Both Luke and Matthew deliberately ex
pand the Marean material on the authority of Q. 

The situation is more obscure when we com
pare Lk 816 with Mk 421 :-

LK 816• 

ov8d,;; 0€ Avxvoy aif;a,; KaAV7r'TEL m1n>Y <TKEVEL 
~ i!1roKaTw KAlYYJ<; Tt0YJ<rLV, &A>..' €'1Tl >..v;xv{a,;; Tl0'YJ<TLY 
lYa ol d<F1ropw6p,E110L fJ>..l1rw<FLII TO cpw<;. 

Mark. But one could scarely venture to assign it, 
as in the case of Luke's two other doublets, to the 
same source as Matthew :-

LK I 133• 

ov8d. Avxyov aif;a,;; El<; KpV?rT~Y T{0'Y}<FLY 
OVO( iJ?rO TOY p.661011 &AX' E'lTI, T~Y Avx_v{av, 
tYa ol el<F1rop<i.VOP,EVOL TO cf,lyyo<; fJAl'lTw<rw. 

Now when we compare Lk 11 83 with its doublet 
in Lk 816, it is evident that they are not independ
ent of one another. The first clause and the last, 
which have no real parallels either in Mk. or 
Mt., are common to both. But 816 deliber
ately follows the context of Mark, while 1133 has 
nothing Marean corresponding to it in its position 
in Luke's Gospel. So we must conclude that Luke, 
although following Mark's order, and therefore 
necessarily having Mark's material before him, was 
distinctly influenced in his version of the saying by 
the form of it which he has incorporated at 1188, 

This procedure would suggest that he assigned a 
higher value to his special source than to Mark, 
when both lay before him, an hypothesis which 
may be verfied in his narrative of the Passion. .In 
one detail he follows Mark, as contrasted with his 
special source, with a slight modification, woKaTw 
KA{V'IJ'> = i!1ro •nj11 KA{IIYJv. But curiously enough he 
substitutes for iJ1To 'TOY p,68ioY, which belongs both 
to Mark and his own special source, the vague 
phrase, KaAv'lTTf.t avTov uKevei. The paraphrase, 
indeed, accords with Luke's tendency to ignore 
local colouring as found in Mk., but why should 
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he have retained hd T<iv µ.&Bwv in I 133 ? It is 
useless to attempt an answer. The phenomenon 
reminds us how slight is the knowledge we 
possess of the exact processes followed in each 
instance by the evangelists. 

There remain to be examined vv.23-~4 in Mk. 
There is no parallel to ir! ns lxn ~Ta aKovnv, 
aKov&w (v.23) either here or in the corresponding 

MK, 

f3>.1rrETE Tl a1<6V£TE 
EV cp µ.&p'f fLETp'iiu JJ.ETpTJ0~unai 
i!µ.'i.v, Kat 1rpor,n0~<U.Tal i!µ.'i.v. 

We need not dwell on the unimportant difference 
between Lk. and the first clause of Mk. Both 
really emphasize the necessity of attentive hearing. 
But the additional matter in Mk. presents a 
complex problem. The first clause of it agrees 
verbally with Mt 72b, which finds a parallel in 
Lk 638, belonging also to the Sermon on the 
Mount. Only, the Lucan material in the whole 
section in question is not merely so full but so 
original that it seems to imply an ampler redaction 
of Q than that used by Matthew, if not a varying 
version, probably written, of the same tradition. 
Why did not Luke continue to follow Mark at this 
point? Not because he objected to using similar 
material twice. That he has done systematically 
throughout our passage. And Sir John Hawkins 
has shown that in 62°-88, which includes the single 
Lu can parallel to Mk 4 24b, 'it is morally certain 
that he· laid aside entirely his usual Marean source' 
(op. dt. p. 33). Further, we know that Matthew 
uses Q-material for the Sermon on the Mount. So 
that the first and third evangelists are independent 
of Mark in this saying. But Luke's omission of it 
in 31s certainly suggests that it did not form part 
of the Marean text which he was following in that 
section. May not its insertion in Mk. belong to 
a later revision of which traces appear here and 
there? That revision may have drawn upon Q or 
have used oral tradition. The hypothesis is 
perhaps strengthened by the data of the final clause, 
Kat 1rpor,TE0~cr£Tcu fJµ.r:v. These words occur in Mt 
63311 Lk 1231, in close proximity to the saying about 
the Measure in Mt., but far removed from 
the similar saying in Lk. Had the reviser of 
Mk. no more than a vague reminiscence of Q
material? or was he acquainted with the Gospel 
of Mt.? We are moving in a region of guesses, 

passages in Mt. and Lk., found in different 
contexts. This may be accidental, as the phrase 
might easily be omitted as not affecting the mean
ing of the section to which it is appended. Or 
it may be a trace of a revision of Mark subsequent 
to the time at which it was used by Luke. The 
significance of this last suggestion is enhanced by 
the character of v.24 :-

LK. 

/3At1rETE oiv 'ITWS aKovETE. 

so it would be futile to attempt to decide between 
possible alternatives. But even the asking of the 
questions opens up .an interesting vista. 

I have not yet dealt with a feature of the para
graph which may possess significance, the clause, 
Kal (AE"YEV avrn'i.,, prefixed to v,v,2l, 2;. Luke 
has nothing to correspond. The conditions of the 
material in Mt. preclude its occurrence there. 
To begin with, it may be said that the imperfects 
l>..eyev and lAeyov are a mannerism of Mark's. 
E.g., in Mk 91, the writer interrupts an eschato
logical utterance of Jesus with the phrase Kal l\eyEv 
avTo'i,, while Matthew continues with the direct 
aµ.~v >..iyw vµ.'i.v, and Luke with Afyw 8E fiµ.'iv 
a},:q0w<.. It is possible that here and in several 
other Marean passages which might be cited, the 
explanation holds good which Messrs. Grenfell and 
Hunt offer of the phrase 11.iyn 'l11r,01i,1 in the 
Oxyrhynchus Logia, that it is. intended to give 
greater impressiveness to the sayings (New Sayings 
of Jesus, p. 26). Several instances, however, apart 
from those in our paragraph, perhaps point· in 
another direction. E.g. Jesus' conversation with 
His disciples on the true significance of ' pure' and 
'impure,' opened by the phrase Kal )1,1.yn avrn'i.!1 
(Mk 718), is interrupted by the insertion of l>..eyev 
Be on, which adds no new features, but simply 
introduces the saying, 'that which proceeds out of 
the man, that defiles the man,' an obvious con
tinuation of what He had been saying. In Mt. 
there is no break. Similarly, Mk 49 takes up the 
idea expressed in v.8, but prefaces it with Kat 
lAE)'EV aVTOt<;. The clause Kal M.yn avTO'i:, seems 
to be used in the same way, e.g. in the explanation 
of the Parable of the Sower, which Matthew links 
directly with what precedes by the use of otv, 
while Luke has the bare introduction, 'now this is 
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the parable' (Mt 1J18 = Lk 811) •. May it not be said 
that in this usage there is disclosed the nearness 
of Mark to the oral tradition? Does not the 
Kat l.\eyev (or .\lyu) reveal his consciousness of 
using, so to speak, the raw material which has 
not yet, on the large scale, assumed a stereotyped 
form? 

If this suggestion has any cogency it will so far 
illuminate the paragraph under consideration. The 
insertion of Kal ;>..eyev in vv. 21 • 24, and subse
quently in vv.26, 80, would then indicate that 
Mark was here consciously drawing upon oral 
tradition. The hypothesis is supported by the 
impression of originality which is produced, as 
W':!llhausen aptly points out (Das Evangellum 
Marci, p. 35), by the isolation and external arrange
ment of the sayings. Now, when we speak of oral 
tradition, we do not necessarily mean the Petrine 
basis of Mk., for which there is such valuable 
attestation. This section rather suggests a depar
ture from the evangelist's usual frame-work of 
material, and the employment of that method of 
grou~ing which we especially associate with 
Mt. (so also Holtzmann, Die Synoptiker, p. 
133). In my judgment, far too small a place has 
been assigned in recent discussions of the Synoptic 
Problem to the factor of floating traditions, forms 
of sayings found in certain circles of disciples which 
might vary considerably from their stereotyped 
shape in written documents. 

Mr. Streeter, as the result of an examination of 
Mk 421 ·25, comes to the conclusion that 'in 
every case the saying as given by Mt. and 
Lk. is in substance the rnme as in Mk., but 
small verbal agreements show they derived it from 
Q and not from Mk.' I agree, generally speak
ing, with this statement, only our investigation has 
shown that there is an emphatic disagreement 
between the Q-material as found in Mt. as 
well as in those members of Luke's doublets which 
agree with Mt., and the Marean sayings to 
which the other members of Luke's doublets are 
parallel. I am unable therefore to accept his final 
assertion that 'the whole section is thus clearly a 
collection of fragments torn from their original 
context in Q, as if it were a collection of texts 
quoted loosely from memory' ( Oxford Studies in 
the Synoptic Problem, p. 172 ). Q is here virtually 
regarded (as so frequently) as the only important 
source of sayings for Jesus. The vaguer channels 
of tradition are ignored. As a_:matter of fact, our 

20 

paragraph corroborates Wernle's penetrating observ
ation : 'What we may learn from a comparison of 
Mk. with Q is how differently the community 
understood and applied a word of Jesus' (Die 
Synopti'sclte Frage, p. 210). 

Let me attempt to sum up the results of our 
examination of Mk 421•25, taking care not to over
press the evidence. 

( 1) The method by which Mark groups together 
the sayings of this paragraph suggests that he is 
drawing upon oral tradition, which may have been 
Petrine (a possibility which even J. Weiss admits, 
Das alteste Evan.gelium, p. 3 7 2 ), but which, from its 
apparent lack of cohesion with the frame-work in 
which it is set, may with greater probability be 
referred to floating reminiscences of the words o( 
Jesus. The evidence which has been exhibited 
seems to show that here at least Mark is not
dependent on Q. The clause about Measuring 
(v, 24b) hints at a later revision of that form of 
Mk. which lay before Matthew and Luke, a. 
revision which makes use of Matthew's Gospel. 
Perhaps v. 23 (' If any man hath ears to hear,' etc.), 
is due to the same source, although it may belong 
to the tradition which was the source of vv.21• 22, 

and its position may round off that tradition as. 
distinguished from what follows. 

(2) The phenomena in Mt. apparently imply 
that, while the evangelist was acquainted with 
the Marean material (Mt 1 312 = Mk 425), he was 
more directly influenced by Q, whose version he 
prefers to follow, and to whose context he is dis
posed to adhere. 

(3) The relation of Luke to Mark is of special 
interest in the light of this paragraph. He follows 
Mark's arrangement and agrees closely with some of 
his material, but even in such cases he is affected 
by the influence either of Q or of some special source 
to which he had access, and which he estimates 
at a high value. Luke's relation to Matthew is 
equally significant. Twice in this short section he 
uses in one member of a doublet the Q-material 
which appears in Mt., but once at any rate he 
seems to use a source other than Q (possibly a 
special redaction of Q), for not only has his ver~ion 
of the saying in question ( II 33) a different form 
from that in Mt. (Q), but it belongs to an 
entirely different context. Finally, the phenon:ena 
of Lk 816 remind us that in many details we have 
no clue to the exact procedure of the gospel
writers. 




